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We utilized gas phase hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange reactions and ab initio calcula-
tions to investigate the complexation between a model peptide (Arg-Gly-Asp§RGD) with
various alkali metal ions. The peptide conformation is drastically altered upon alkali metal ion
complexation. The associated conformational changes depend on both the number and type of
complexing alkali metal ions. Sodium has a smaller ionic diameter and prefers a multidentate
interaction that involves all three amino acids of the peptide. Conversely, potassium and
cesium form different types of complexes with the RGD. The [RGD  2Cs  H] species
exhibit the slowest H/D exchange reactivity (reaction rate constant of 6  1013
cm3molecule1s1 for the fastest exchanging labile hydrogen with ND3). The reaction rate
constant of the protonated RGD is two orders of magnitude faster than that of the [RGD  2Cs
 H]. Addition of the first cesium to the RGD reduces the H/D exchange reaction rate
constant (i.e., D0) by a factor of seven whereas sodium reduces this value by a factor of thirty.
Conversely, addition of the second alkali metal ions has the opposite effect; the rate of D0
disappearance for all [RGD  2Met  H] species (Met§Na, K, and Cs) decreases with the
alkali metal ion size. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2001, 12, 1272–1285) © 2001 American Society
for Mass Spectrometry
The native conformation of a bioactive moleculedetermines its biological function and any con-formational changes may alter this activity. The
primary goal of this study is to utilize mass spectral
methods in conjunction with molecular modeling re-
sults to investigate the conformational changes that
occur upon metal complexation of a peptide. Specifi-
cally, gas phase hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange
reactions with electrospray ionization Fourier trans-
form ion cyclotron resonance (ESI FT-ICR) mass spec-
trometry is used to investigate the complexation be-
tween a linear model oligopeptide and various alkali
metal ions.
The addition of a metal ion may induce conforma-
tional changes in biological systems that are as signifi-
cant as point mutation. For instance, it has been shown
that Ca2-dependent binding of annexin V proteins to
phospholipid bilayers and cellular membranes is due to
conformational changes induced by calcium ion com-
plexation [1]. Another example of a well known and
biologically significant metal ion dependent reaction is
the activity of actomyosin ATPase in skeletal muscle. It
has been shown that in the absence of metal ion, the
tropomysin conformation/configuration is such that
the actomyosin ATPase activity is low and contraction
is essentially shut down [2]. Hence, it is important to
understand details of the interactions between metal
ions and biological molecules [3–5].
A protein may interact with a metal or other foreign
substance and form a chelate complex. Numerous ex-
amples highlight the importance of conformational
changes that occur when proteins and/or peptides form
complexes with metal ions [1, 6–8]. These studies
provide information about the binding sites and con-
formational changes that serve as the basis for design-
ing active drugs [9]. Proteins and peptides are multi-
functional molecules and hence their interactions with
metals can be very complicated. The complexities of
these interactions coupled with the significance of the
regulatory functions of metal ions in biological systems
have encouraged many researchers to study theoretical
and experimental aspects of these important interac-
tions [5, 10–13]. One systematic approach to under-
stand the metal binding in biological systems has in-
volved the use of appropriate model compounds to
reduce the complexity of the chemical systems and
simplify data interpretation [4, 5, 8, 12–16]. Mass spec-
tral approaches offer an additional advantage to biolog-
ical studies by providing a solvent free environment in
which to investigate the intrinsic properties of biomol-
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ecules in the absence of interfering solvent effects
[17–21]. This is particularly important for studies that
utilize experimental and theoretical approaches in tan-
dem.
Historically, optical [1, 2, 8, 22, 23] and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [10, 22, 24–26]
techniques have been used extensively to study confor-
mations of peptides and proteins. Recent advances in
soft ionization techniques such as MALDI and ESI [27,
28] have made it possible to study biomolecules with
various types of mass spectrometers. Mass spectro-
metry is a powerful technique for analyzing complex
sample mixtures and it is suitable to study biological
samples where the analyte concentration is very low
[28–35]. Therefore it is ideally suited to study H/D
exchange reactions of peptides and proteins in solution-
or gas phase [23, 36].
Most of the early H/D experiments, including the
methods that are based on the mass spectrometric
measurement of the extent of hydrogen/deuterium
exchange, were conducted in solution [23, 25, 26, 37].
Hunt and co-workers were first to demonstrate that
CH3OD and ND3 could be used as the chemical ioniza-
tion (CI) reagent gases to count the number of active
hydrogens [38]. Freiser and co-workers reported the
sequential deuterium exchange reactions of protonated
benzene with D2O in the gas phase by ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectroscopy [39]. Subsequently, Smith
and co-workers reported the use of thermal energy
H/D exchange ion–molecule reactions to probe confor-
mational differences of multiply protonated gas phase
proteins [18]. Other research groups have elegantly
demonstrated the use of H/D exchange reactions for
gas phase structural elucidation of biological molecules
[17, 20, 40–47].
Recently, we introduced H/D exchange mass spec-
tral methods to count the number of active hydrogens
(NOAH) and the binding characteristics of complex
molecules such as fulvic acids [48, 49]. In this paper, the
previously reported method of gas phase hydrogen/
deuterium exchange reactions and metal complexation
(HYDERMEC) [49] is used to study interactions of a
linear tripeptide and various alkali metal ions. Results
from the molecular modeling calculations are correlated
with the observed variations in the H/D exchange




A linear oligopeptide composed of three amino acids
arginyl-glycyl-aspartic acid (arg-gly-asp or RGD) was
selected as a model tripeptide for these studies. The
arg-gly-asp peptide (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), deuterium
reagents (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI), and all other sol-
vents were purchased from commercial sources and
used without further purification. A stock solution of
arg-gly-asp was prepared by dissolving 1 mg of the
sample in 50:50 methanol:water solution (1 mg/mL,
1% acetic acid). The stock solution of the RGD was
diluted to nanomolar (or lower) concentration and
alkali metal salt solution (e.g., CaCl2, CsCl, KCl, NaCl)
was added to the RGD solution in stoichiometric ratios.
Instrumentation
The ESI FT-ICR mass spectra were acquired with an
IonSpec FT-ICR mass spectrometer equipped with a 7 T
superconducting magnet (IonSpec Corp., Irvine, CA)
and IonSpec99 software. The IonSpec OMEGA FTMS
data system is controlled by a Intel (R) Pentium (P) III
based computer that operates under the Windows 98
environment. The UHV pressures are measured from
the direct readouts using Granville-Philips series 274
Bayard-Alpert type ionization gauge tubes (Boulder,
CO); the normal background pressure inside the ICR
cell is 3  1010 torr.
Ions are formed at atmospheric pressure with an
external electrospray source and introduced into the
vacuum system through a heated metal capillary and
subsequently guided into the ICR cell. The Analytica
electrospray ion source (Branford, CT) was modified in
house and the original glass capillary rod was replaced
with a metal capillary rod to enhance sensitivity. In all
experiments, data were acquired after a steady electro-
spray was established. Typically, 1.9 kV was applied to
the needle and the metal capillary temperature was set
at 150 °C. A homebuilt design that utilizes a vacuum
compatible thermistor and a Tektronix digital multim-
eter (Wilsonville, OR) connected to a laptop is used to
measure the source temperature directly and with a
high accuracy and precision. The electrosprayed ions
pass through a 1 mm-diameter skimmer prior to their
entrance into a 7.5 cm long, rf-only hexapole ion guide.
A quadrupole ion guide assembly guides the ions into
an open-ended cylindrical Penning trap (IonSpec Corp.,
Irvine, CA).
The open-ended cylindrical ICR cell contains two
outer trapping plates and two inner trapping plates.
The experiments were conducted in the combined ex-
ternal and internal ion accumulation mode. In this
mode, we allow the ions to accumulate for an appro-
priate time (e.g., 1 s) inside the hexapole prior to ion
transfer into the quadrupole. In order to accumulate
positive ions inside the hexapole assembly, the hexa-
pole DC potential is pulsed down to a negative value
(e.g., 10 V) during the accumulation time period.
During this time period, the hexapole exit lens is pulsed
to a positive value (e.g., 50 V) to keep the ions trapped
inside the hexapole. The shutter is opened for a short
time (1 s) and the hexapole exit lens is gated (e.g., 8
V) so that ions can be transferred into the quadrupole
and ultimately into the ICR cell. Prior to the introduc-
tion of the ions to the ICR cell, the potentials of the
quadrupole side trapping plate (the side closest to the
quadrupole where ions enter the cell), filament side
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trapping plate and the inner trapping rings are 6, 6, and
2.5 V, respectively. During the time period of ion
transfer to the ICR cell (e.g., 4 ms), the quadrupole
trapping plate is pulsed down to a low potential (e.g., 0
V) to allow the ions to enter into the ICR cell. Appro-
priate timing and the gated trapping technique is used
to trap the ions inside the ICR cell. After the ions are
trapped inside the ICR cell a variable delay period (35
s) is allowed for restoration of base pressure.
Once the ions were trapped inside the ICR cell, a
combination of chirp (frequency sweep) [50] and stored
waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) dipolar
excitation [51] was used to isolate a specific ion or a set
of ions. The H/D exchange reaction time was varied to
follow the kinetics of isotope exchange. To ensure
prolonged pressure reproducibility inside the ICR cell
during the reaction, the neutral H/D exchange reagent
gas (e.g., ND3) was introduced into the vacuum system
via a pulsed leak valve [49, 52]. The back pressure of the
ND3 gas behind the leak valve is measured with a
thermocouple gauge (Duniway Stockroom Corp.
Mountain View, CA) and maintained below 40 mtorr.
Immediately following the H/D exchange reaction de-
lay, a15 s pump-down delay is inserted to ensure that
ion excitation and detection occurred at a low and
consistent pressure; we plan to further minimize the
volume between the pulse and leak valves to improve
pressure control. The trapped product ions were excited
by dipolar frequency sweep excitation [50] and detected
in the direct broadband mode. At the end of each
experiment, all trapped ions were ejected from the ICR
cell. Fourier transformation of the resulting time-do-
main signals (512 k data points) with one zero-fill,
baseline correction, and Hamming apodization fol-
lowed by magnitude calculation and frequency-to-mass
conversion yielded the ESI FT-ICR mass spectra (Fig-
ures 1, 2, and 3). All mass spectra were constructed
from a single time-domain data set.
Mass Spectral Data Analysis
Relative ion abundances for RGD and RGD metal
species were calculated from integrated peak areas
(IonSpec software output). First, single isotopes (12Call
isotopes) of the selected RGD species were SWIFT
isolated. The H/D exchange kinetic studies were per-
formed by changing the reaction delay time at the
specified ND3 reagent pressures inside the ICR cell.
Sum of all reactant (D0) and product (Dn) species were
calculated from integrated peak areas for each spectrum
(Imi); each ion in the spectrum was normalized to the
total ion signal (Imi/Imi). The plots of log normalized
relative abundance as a function of reaction time were
constructed. For example, the rate constants for disap-
pearance of D0 for [RGD  H]
 were evaluated from
the rate for decrease of the normalized [RGD  H]
intensity with reaction time according to the quasi-first-
order relation:
logImi/Imi  k[M]t/ 2  303  C (1)
where (Imi/Imi) is the normalized intensity of [RGD
Figure 1. ESI FT-ICR mass spectra of the oligopeptide (RGD) and
its sodiated forms (a) before and (b) after the H/D exchange
reaction with ND3 at 5.0  10
8 torr for 64 s. The 12Call isotopes of
RGD and its sodium complexed species ([M  Na] and (M 
2Na  H]) were SWIFT isolated prior to the start of H/D
exchange reactions (M§RGD). The labeled peaks (Dx) represent the
number of incorporated deuterium isotopes for the selected spe-
cies.
Figure 2. ESI FT-ICR mass spectra of the oligopeptide (RGD) and
its potassium complexed species (a) before and (b) after the H/D
exchange reaction with ND3 at 5.0  10
8 torr for 64 s. The 12Call
isotopes of RGD and its potassium complexed species ([M  K]
and (M 2KH]) were SWIFT isolated prior to the start of H/D
exchange reactions (M§RGD).
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H], k is the reaction rate constant, [M] is the concen-
tration of neutral species, t is the reaction time, and C is
a constant [53, 54]. Based on the triplicate experiments,
rate constants reported in this paper have an estimated
experimental error of 35%.
Theoretical Calculations
The conformation spaces of the RGD tripeptide and its
conjugate acid were searched using the MMX force field
in PCModel, version 7.0. The most stable 30 conformers
of over 17,000 checked were retained. Each then was
optimized using the MMX force field, subjected to
simulated annealing at 298 K, and reoptimized. The
most stable conformer so found was then reoptimized
by ab initio calculation at the STO-3G level of theory
using either Gaussian 94 or SPARTAN, version 5.0.
Because force field parameters were unavailable for the
alkali metals, these were constructed from the optimum
conformation of the conjugate acid by replacing the
proton with the metal cation, and optimizing at the
STO-3G level. Vibrational spectra were computed for all
species and all vibrational frequencies were found to be
real.
For large molecules such as the RGD complexes,
very high level calculations are required to obtain
accurate values of absolute energies and structures
accurate to better than 102 Å. However, even the
STO-3G minimal basis set provides a reasonable ac-
count of equilibrium structure, especially given the
starting point of a structure optimized with a good force
field (see Table 3 for 3-21G* single point calculations).
Further exploration at higher levels of theory, such as
B3LYP/6-31G* is planned, but is expected to confirm
the general picture presented here [55].
Results and Discussion
In this section we will present the experimental results
for gas phase H/D exchange reactions of arginyl-glycyl-
aspartic acid in its free and metal complexed forms. In
addition, we will compare the results from the molec-
ular modeling with the observed variations in the H/D
exchange behavior of various free and metal complexed
species.
We selected the arginyl-glycyl-aspartic acid (arg-gly-
asp or RGD) as a model linear tripeptide for our studies.
Arginine (R) is the most basic amino acid with the
highest sodium ion affinity (SIA) of the 20 common
-amino acids [15] and has a relatively large side chain.
Glycine (G) is unique in that it is the only amino acid
with a nonpolar side chain that undergoes rapid mul-
tiple H/D exchange [41]. In addition, glycine has con-
siderable conformational mobility and frequently it can
be in the forbidden region of conformational space as
defined by Ramachandran plot [56]. Aspartate (D)
contains an acidic group that can interact with the
arginine. Arginine and aspartic acids have the highest
(pI 	 10.76) and the lowest (pI 	 2.77) pI (pH at the
isoelectric point) among the 20 common amino acids
[57]. Therefore, R and D in RGD should have the
necessary conformational mobility to interact with each
other and/or form various metal ion complexes. More-
over, the RGD sequence is an important and common
part of several extracellular matrix molecules that are
known to be involved in cell adhesion [58, 59]. For
example, Kimizuka et al. have shown that deletion of
Arg-Gly-Asp from the fully active recombinant fi-
bronectin fragments abolishes the cell adhesive activity
completely [58]. For all H/D exchange reactions we
used ND3; this reagent gas is less selective than other
commonly used H/D exchange reagents and allows
isotope exchange of all active hydrogens [40, 45, 49].
The isotope exchange reactions involving acidic pro-
tons (e.g., proton in OH, SH, and NH2 functional
groups) occur in the presence of a deuterated reagent if
the gas phase proton affinities of the reactants are
similar [54]. However, sterically inaccessible functional
groups do not participate in the H/D reactions as
readily as the protons on the surface of a molecule.
Hence, H/D exchange allows evaluation of the steric
accessibility of labile protons and provides conforma-
tional data. Recently we reported a new approach to
determine the NOAH for individual molecules within a
complex sample mixture [48]. We have also reported
that H/D exchange reactions can be used to acquire
additional information about metal complexation reac-
tions [49]. A similar approach is used here to infer
Figure 3. ESI FT-ICR mass spectra of the oligopeptide (RGD) and
its cesium complexed species (a) before and (b) after the H/D
exchange reaction with ND3 at 5.0  10
8 torr for 64 s. The 12Call
isotopes of RGD and its cesium complexed species [RGD  Cs]
and [RGD  2Cs  H] were SWIFT isolated prior to the start of
H/D exchange reactions (M§RGD). The subscripts of the labeled
peaks (D0, D1, D2, etc.) denote the number of incorporated
deuterium isotopes for the selected species.
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conformational changes induced by metal complex-
ation.
Prior to the H/D exchange mass spectral analysis of
the RGD, an alkali metal salt (e.g., NaCl, KCl, CsCl, or
CaCl2) was added to the solution to form metal peptide
complexes. Metals play a significant role in biological
processes and numerous theoretical and experimental
studies have focused on metal complexation of amino
acids and biological molecules [4, 5, 12, 13, 15]. Most of
the mass spectral studies rely on interpretation of CID
mass spectra of the metal complexes or metal bound
dimers (homo- or hetero-dimers) to infer metal attach-
ment site/s [5]. A drawback for the CID type studies is
that prior to the dissociation event a coordinated metal
may migrate in the activated complex and produce
deceptive fragment ions and make data interpretation
challenging. In this paper, the H/D exchange reactions
of free and metal complexed species are examined by
observing temporal variation of the abundances of the
deuterated ions at constant ND3 pressure (Figures 1, 2,
and 3) [39]. For all of the following experiments, the
single isotope ions (12Call) of all RGD species were
isolated in the gas phase by SWIFT dipolar excitations
prior to the start of the H/D exchange reactions [51].
The advantage of using a single isotope is to eliminate
the peak overlaps between the 13C isotopes of the
reactant analyte ion and deuterated product species [44,
48, 49].
ESI FT-ICR mass spectrum (512 k data points) of the
RGD after the SWIFT isolation of the 12Call isotopes for
[M  H], [M  Na], and [M  2Na  H] is shown
in Figure 1a. Sodium reacts with the RGD and replaces
one or two of the labile hydrogens to form neutral
complexes of the type (RGD  nNa  nH). The average
mass measurement accuracy at the m/z range of 50–800
Th was 5 ppm (i.e., theoretically calculated numbers
and experimentally acquired molecular masses are
identical up to at least five significant figures). Based on
the exact mass measurement, we can assign the alkali
metal (Met) adduct species as [(RGD  nMet  nH) 
H]. For example, [M  Na] ions at m/z 369.15 Th are
formed by replacing the sodium with one of the labile
hydrogens on the peptide whereas the mass spectral
peak at 391.13 Th corresponds to [M  2Na  H]. In
other words, each Na replaces a labile H from the RGD.
As shown in Figures 2 and 3, analogously, each potas-
sium or cesium replaces a single hydrogen whereas
each calcium replaces two hydrogens of the peptide
(data not shown).
Figure 1b shows a representative ESI FT-ICR mass
spectrum of the oligopeptide (RGD) and its sodiated
forms after the H/D exchange reaction with ND3 at 5.0
 108 torr for 64 s. The 12Call isotopes of RGD and its
sodium complexed species ([M  Na] and [M  2Na
 H]) were SWIFT isolated prior to the start of H/D
exchange reactions. The subscripts of the labeled peaks
(D0–D6) in Figure 1b denote the number of incorporated
deuterium isotopes for the selected species. The peak
assigned as x in Figure 1b is a background noise
(confirmed by accurate mass measurement). Note that
after 64 s H/D exchange reactions with ND3, a maxi-
mum of about six labile hydrogens in [M  H] are
replaced with deuteriums (D6). Conversely, only two
labile hydrogens in [M  Na] (Figure 1b) are replaced
with deuteriums. Previous ab initio calculations have
demonstrated that as the size of the amino acids and/or
organic molecules increase, various basic groups can
fold toward the sodium ion to establish multidentate
bindings [13]; the change in the observed number of
exchangeable hydrogens supports this view.
Results in Figure 1 imply that sodium changes the
conformation of RGD drastically and it may be coordi-
nated to various parts of the RGD, similar to a metal-
crown ether interaction [60, 61]. Moreover, the H/D
exchange results suggest that the addition of a single
sodium increases conformational rigidity in [RGD 
Na] (i.e., relative to [RGD  H]) [17]. Previous
studies suggest that a proton generally binds to the
single most basic site available and in contrast, Na
favors multidentate coordination when possible [5]. It is
interesting to note that addition of the second sodium
(Figure 1b) re-modifies the structural rigidity/confor-
mation of the new complex such that after 64 s (5.0 
108 torr ND3) four of the labile hydrogens in [M 2Na
 H] can participate in the H/D exchange reactions
again. There are eleven labile hydrogens available in
RGD and we have previously shown that all of these
hydrogens can be replaced with deuterium [49]. It is
tempting to suggest that the two sodiums in [M  2Na
 H] stay apart from each other and tend to cause the
opening of the molecule for more efficient H/D ex-
changes. It is not clear where in the molecule the second
sodium resides and hence theoretical modeling requires
a large number of computations; we plan to pursue this
in the near future. Moreover, it is not transparent that if
[M  Na] or [M  H] are charge solvated or salt
bridge type structures [62–67]. Recent studies by Wil-
liams and coworkers suggest that arginine-alkali metal
ion complexes in the gas phase can exist as charge
solvated (for small metal ions) or salt bridge structures
(for larger metal ions such Cs) [65]. Bowers and co-
workers have also used collision cross section measure-
ments and theoretical approaches to suggest that argi-
nine is in a charge solvated form when lithitated or
sodiated but in a salt bridge form when potassiated or
cesiated [62]. For the [RGD  Metal] examined here, it
is possible that various forms of charge solvated or slat
bridge structures can be present. Freitas and Marshall
have reported the gas phase H/D exchange reactivity
pattern of various bradykinin species with D2O, which
suggests that bradykinin may exist in zwitterionic form
and its sodiated form reacts at least 1000 times faster
than the protonated bradykinin [66]. The bradykinin
results [66] indicate that zwitterion formation inhibits
gas phase H/D exchange and comparison of the RGD
results suggests the possibility of metal induced zwit-
terion formation. Relative to the protonated form of
RGD ([RGD  H]), the sodiated RGD ions ([RGD 
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Na]) react with ND3 at a much slower rate, and this
reactivity pattern is opposite of the reported pattern for
bradykinin species, suggesting that different types of
conformations may be present in RGD systems [66]. For
species examined here, we have limited our preliminary
computations to charge solvated structures. Peptide
dependant H/D exchange reactivity patterns indicate
that a generalized trend cannot be established for all
peptides, and additional experimental and theoretical
data for various peptides and H/D exchange reagent
gases are required to unravel the mechanistic details of
the exquisite chemistry involved.
ESI FT-ICR mass spectrum (512 k data points) of the
RGD after the SWIFT isolation of the 12Call isotopes for
[M  H], [M  K], and [M  2K  H] is shown in
Figure 2a. Similarly, potassium reacts with the RGD
and replaces one, two, or more of the labile hydrogens
to form new neutral complexes of the type (RGD  nK
 nH). As shown in Figure 2a, similar to sodium, [M 
K] and [M  2K  H] ions at m/z 385.12 Th and
423.08 Th are formed by replacing one or two potassi-
ums with the hydrogens on the peptide, respectively.
Figure 2b shows a representative ESI FT-ICR mass
spectrum of the oligopeptide (RGD) and its potassiated
forms after the H/D exchange reaction with ND3 at 5.0
 108 torr for 64 s. In order to assess and minimize the
effect of pressure variations between multiple measure-
ments, we followed the H/D exchange kinetics of
protonated and metal adduct species simultaneously.
This approach allows for better comparison between
the relative H/D exchange reactivity patterns of pro-
tonated and metal-adduct species. The 12Call isotopes of
RGD and its potassium complexed species ([M  K]
and [M  2K  H]) were SWIFT isolated prior to the
start of H/D exchange reactions. In Figure 2b subscripts
(D0–D6) denote the number of incorporated deuterium
isotopes. Note that after 64 s, at least six labile hydro-
gens in [M  H] have been replaced with deuteriums
(D6) whereas only up to three labile hydrogens in [M 
K] are replaced with deuteriums. In other words, [M
K] ions do not exchange their labile hydrogens as fast
as the [M  H] ions.
Addition of the first sodium to RGD is more effective
than the addition of potassium in reducing the extent of
H/D exchange (Figures 1b and 2b). In contrast, the
second sodium cancels the inhibiting effect of the first
sodium such that the extent of H/D exchange for [RGD
 2Na  H] is enhanced and is similar to that of [RGD
 H] (Figures 1b and 5b). Addition of the first potas-
sium reduces the extent of H/D exchange albeit not as
effectively as the first sodium (Figures 1b, 2b and 5a).
Surprisingly, however, the second potassium further
reduces the extent of the observed H/D exchange
reaction in an additive manner (Figure 2b). In other
words, in contrast to the sodium, the effect of the
second K is additive. For example, only one deuterium
of [M  2K  H], compared to four for [M  2Na 
H] (see Figure 1b and 5b), is exchanged after 64 s
reaction time at 5.0  108 torr ND3.
Cs–RGD complexes were formed and analyzed to
check the effect of alkali metal ion size on multidentate
characteristics of metal–RGD complexation. The ionic
diameter of Cs (3.34 Å) is 25% larger than that of
potassium and nearly twice as big as sodium [68].
FT-ICR mass spectra of the oligopeptide (RGD) and its
cesium complexed species, (Figure 3a) before and (Fig-
ure 3b) after the H/D exchange reaction with ND3 at 5.0
 108 torr for 64s are shown. The 12Call isotopes of
RGD and its cesium complexed species ([M  Cs]and
[M  2Cs  H]) at 347.17 Th, 479.06 Th, and 610.96 Th
were SWIFT isolated prior to the start of H/D exchange
reactions. The subscripts of labeled peaks (D0, D1, D2,
etc.) in Figure 3b denote the number of incorporated
deuterium isotopes for the selected species. It has been
shown that aliphatic amino acids such as Ala, Val, Leu,
and Ile are capable of forming salt bridges with the
more polarizable Cs [5]. If salt bridge structures are
preferred, then conformational changes due to addition
of the first cesium may not be as effective as multiden-
tate sodium. As shown in Figure 3, Cs shows the same
general additive trend as K for H/D exchange reactions
of RGD species. The differences in reaction rates could
also be due to the ion–molecule attractive potential
variations which are the result of changes in induced
dipole moment between collision partners and the
effective impact parameter [69]. The reaction rate con-
stants for disappearance of the molecular ions (D0) of
various RGD species are listed in Table 1 and will be
discussed shortly.
We are interested in qualitative comparison of the
rate constants and it is reasonable to assume a simple
sequential model for disappearance of D0. Even with
this simplification it is likely that reactant RGD species
undergo different mechanisms to exchange their first
hydrogen with a deuterium [45]. The overall rate con-
stant variations for the disappearance of D0 represent
the sum of the individual rate constants for all possible
sites. Exquisite procedures have been developed to
discern site specific reaction rates [41, 45, 70] but for
qualitative comparisons a simpler approach is to eval-
uate the D0 rate constants and their ratios. The rate
constants are extracted from the slope of a semilog plot
of relative ion abundance versus the H/D exchange
Table 1. Calculated H/D exchange reaction rate constants
(RSD 35%) at room temperature for the disappearance of D0
1





[RGD  H] 6  1011 1
[RGD  Na] 2  1012 30
[RGD  2Na-H] 1  1011 6
[RGD  K] 7  1012 9
[RGD  2K-H] 7  1013 86
[RGD  Cs] 9  1012 7
[RGD  2Cs-H] 6  1013 100
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reaction time. To reduce experimental variations in
determining the rate constants, nitrogen collisions
(106 torr) were used to thermalize the trapped ions.
The absence of any significant curvature in the initial
segments of the semilog plots (data not shown) suggest
that reactant ions were indeed thermalized [41, 45].
Nitrogen gas was introduced into the vacuum chamber
via a separate port using an additional pulsed valve.
The pulsed nitrogen gas was pumped away before the
introduction of deuterium reagent into the vacuum
chamber. A separate pulsed leak valve configuration
allows for pressure determination of ND3 with and
without any pulsed nitrogen to insure accurate pressure
determination of the exchange reagent. Multiple deter-
mination of rate constants indicate that, even with
careful pressure control, the major portion of the error
(estimated to be less than 35%) arises from uncertainties
in measuring the absolute pressure. The reported val-
ues for rate constant ratios (k[RGDH]/ksp) in Table 1 are
relative and hence the small changes in absolute pres-
sures do not introduce significant errors. Relative rate
constants for H/D exchange reactions are calculated by
fitting the experimental data (log of relative ion abun-
dance as a function of H/D exchange reaction time) to
pseudo-first-order kinetics [39, 53, 54, 71]. Previous site
specific H/D exchange studies on model compounds
suggest that the H/D exchange on carboxylic acids
occurs 3–10 times faster than on the amino groups and
therefore it is possible that the rates of D0 disappear-
ances correspond to exchange of the carboxylic hydro-
gens [41, 70].
The calculated apparent rate constants for the RGD
species and the ratio of k[RGDH]/ksp, where sp repre-
sents various Na, K, and Cs complexes, are listed in
Table 1. The observed reaction rate constants for the
disappearance of the reactant D0, kD0, for all of the H/D
exchange reactions of RGD species are lower than the
calculated Langevin collision rate constant (7.0 
1010 cm3molecule1s1) [72]. The H/D exchange reac-
tions are relatively slow and the observed reaction rate
constants are within the previously reported H/D ex-
change reactions for amino acids, peptides, and pro-
teins [17, 20, 41, 45, 46, 70]. For example, Marshall and
He reported that Glycine reacts with D2O and exhibits a
single fast (k1 	 2.85  10
12 cm3molecule1s1) and
three equivalent slow (k2 	 k3 	 k4 	 1.39  10
13
cm3molecule1s1) reaction rate constants or exchang-
ing sites [70]. The reported rate constant for the H/D
exchange reaction of Glycine with CH3OD is higher
than with D2O [41, 45]. Deuterated ammonia is known
to be a more reactive H/D exchange reagent than D2O
and CH3OD [45, 49]. The average reaction rate constant
for the H/D exchange reaction of [RGD  H] was 6
 1011 cm3molecule1s1. Based on triplicate experi-
ments, we estimate a 35% relative standard deviation
for these measurements. Prior to H/D exchange ion–
molecule reactions, we used electron impact ionization
to ensure the purity of ND3 and deuterium isotope
content of ammonia.
From Table 1, it is clear that the largest observed
H/D exchange reaction rate constant is for the reaction
of ND3 with [RGD  H]
 (6  1011
cm3molecule1s1). Beauchamp and coworkers have
reported a reaction rate constant of 3.4  1010
cm3molecule1s1 for [Gly  H]  ND3 system [45].
Our calculated values for the singly charged RGD
species are reasonable since the H/D reaction rates are
generally inversely related to the size of the biomol-
ecules (e.g., k  1  1012 cm3molecule1s1 for large
proteins) [17, 20, 46]. The lowest reaction rate constant
of 6  1013 cm3molecule1s1 is for the disappear-
ance of D0 in [RGD  2Cs  H]
. The reaction rate
constants for D0 should be used cautiously and quali-
tatively as they provide information only about the fast
exchanging sites.
Addition of the first potassium (or cesium) reduces
the first H/D exchange reaction rate (i.e., D0) by about
six times whereas sodium reduces this reaction rate
thirty times. Clearly, sodium reduces the exchange rate
of the fastest exchanging hydrogen in RGD more than
either K or Cs does. Conversely, addition of the
second alkali metal ions has the opposite effect. The rate
of D0 disappearance for all [RGD  2Met  H]
 species
(Met§Na, K, and Cs) decreases with the alkali metal
size. For example, addition of the two cesiums reduces
the reaction rate constant by two orders of magnitude.
Rate constant data indicate that a single cesium is not as
effective as sodium in changing the D0 disappearance.
This suggests that RGD is capable of solvating Na
better than Cs. Conversely, the addition of the second
Cs reduces the reaction rate more than 2Na or 2K. A
detailed understanding of the reaction rate variations in
RGD metal adduct species requires additional experi-
ments and explicit knowledge of structural modifications.
In order to better interpret the experimental H/D
exchange results, ab initio calculations were carried out
to gain insight into the structural variations of [RGD 
H], [RGD  Na] and [RGD  K]. Figures 4a and b
contain selected three-dimensional views of the opti-
mized gas phase structures for [RGD  Na] and [RGD
 K]. The ab initio calculations indicate that there are
significant conformational differences between the
[RGD  Na] and [RGD  K] structures. The sodium
ion fits into the RDG structure tighter (as in metal-
crown ether maximum contact point type interaction)
[60, 61, 68, 73] than the potassium ion and hence,
influences the H/D exchange reactions dramatically. A
summary of the computational data for the optimized
conformers of RGD, [RGD  H], [RGD  Na], and
[RGD  K] species is presented in Table 2 (the
Cartesian coordinates in the XMol xyz format for ge-
ometry optimized RGD species are included in the
appendix). To aid visualization of the conformational
variations, dihedral angles, x, x, x, and atomic dis-
tances, r1–r6, for the minimized structures of neutral
peptide (RGD), [RGD  H], [RGD  Na], and [RGD
 K] are defined (see the labeled molecular structure
of RGD) and listed in Table 2. Moreover, Table 2
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contains description of the metal coordination or the
distances in ångstro¨m (Å) between the cation (M) and
various oxygen and nitrogen atoms in RGD. Clearly,
there are significant differences between the minimized
conformations of various RGD species. Some of the
significant variations are indicated in boldface in Table
2. For example, r1, distances between one of the guani-
dine group nitrogens in arginine (HN4) and the car-
bonyl oxygen of arginine (O4) for [RGD  Na] and
[RGD  K] are 4.509 Å and 1.811 Å, respectively.
Conversely, distances between the same nitrogen of the
guanidine in arginine (HN4) and the carbonyl oxygen
of the aspartate side chain (O5) for [RGD  Na] and
[RGD  K] are 1.997 Å and 6.037 Å, respectively. In
other words, the side chain of arginine is much closer to
the aspartate side chain in [RGD  Na] complex than
in [RGD  K] complex (Figure 4 and Table 2). In
addition, the distance between the same oxygen in
aspartate (O5) and the other nitrogen of guanidine
group (N5) in [RGD  Na] complex is about 3.5 time
closer than in [RGD  K] complex. The ionic diameter
of Na is 1.94 Å but K has a larger ionic diameter of
2.66 Å [68] and therefore sodium is capable of forming
tridentate binding with RGD. This folding of the basic
groups in RGD toward sodium ion is consistent with
previously reported observations [13]. In the past, nu-
merous techniques including high pressure mass spec-
trometry [14, 16], Cooks kinetic method [15], and vari-
ous computational studies have been employed to
acquire accurate values for sodium binding to organic
molecules. Accurate alkali metal ion affinities of the
common DNA and RNA nucleobases were determined
by considering entropy contributions and the general
trend was that bond energies of Na nucleobase species
were at least 10 kcalmol1 higher than those of K
nucleobase species [4]. Our computational results are in
qualitative agreement with the previously reported
data for organic molecules [4, 13] in that theoretical
calculations yield a higher relative sodium affinity (10
kcalmol1) than the potassium affinity for RGD (see
Table 3). Previous experimental and ab initio calcula-
tions have produced an average binding energy of
about 13.6 kcalmol1 for Na-CO2 and a calculated
Na-O distance of 2.27 Å [13]. As shown in Table 2, Na-O
distances are much shorter for carbonyl oxygens of Gly
(O3, 2.050 Å) and Arg (O4, 2.043 Å). However, none of
the listed values for potassium is below 2.5 Å indicating
that potassium is located somewhat away from the
internal regions of the RGD. These results suggest that
geometrical constrains may play an important role in
determining the gas phase intramolecular charge solva-
tion and the conformation of metal complexed species.
Figure 4. Optimized structures of (a) [M  Na] and (b) [M 
K] from the ab initio calculations. Sodium and potassium are
labeled; dark (oxygens), gray (carbons and nitrogens), and light
(hydrogens) spheres are used for ball and stick representation of
the RGD species.
Table 2. Dihedral angles and distances for optimized









1 91.9 71.9 99.4 40.6
2 52.0 102.4 82.1 71.4
2 27.8 48.9 83.5 66.1
3 38.0 13.0 8.4 147.5
1 133.4 78.9 153.9 75.3
2 67.6 64.6 64.7 158.0
Possible hydrogen bonds
r1 7.264 4.105 4.509 1.811
r2 4.876 4.560 4.556 4.532
r3 4.816 8.149 8.028 5.259
r4 2.180 1.544 5.274 7.324
r5 5.112 1.498 3.666 4.599
r6 6.157 2.606 2.841 5.802
HN4  O5 4.116 2.590 1.997 6.037
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It should be noted that we have not considered zwitte-
rionic structures or the effect of H/D exchange reagent
and peptide ion collision complex. Additional compu-
tations will address these and more questions by com-
paring absolute cation–RGD interaction energies as well
as population of various isomers at thermal energies.
Based on the ab initio calculations and various
optimized low energy isomers of sodium complexed
serine, cysteine and proline, the shortest reported Na-O
distance was between Na and cysteine (i.e., 2.164 Å)
[13]. It is interesting to note that both carbonyl oxygens
of Arg (O4) and Gly (O3) as well as one of the nitrogens
(N5) in guanidine group in RGD are closer to sodium
than the reported values for single amino acids [13]. A
quick inspection of the dihedral angles in Table 2
indicates that variations in both internal backbone (e.g.,
3 	 N2C5C6N3) and side chain (e.g., 2 	
C8C7C2N1) are metal dependant. Again, ionic diame-
ter of Na (1.94 Å) is smaller than K ionic diameter
(2.66 Å) [68] and hence Na can form a multidentate
complex. We are aware of the limitations of the modest
basis set employed in these calculations, including the
probability of BSSE [74, 75]. We place no weight,
therefore, on the absolute values of the energies, nor on
the details of the structures, such as accurate inter-
atomic distances. However, in comparing structures,
taking energy differences and examining gross struc-
tural differences, is realistic. Further calculations, with a
larger basis set are underway, and will be reported
separately.
Plots of the H/D exchange reaction time versus the
number of H/D exchanges for [RDG  H] (filled
diamond) and various (Figure 5a) [RGD  Met] and
(Figure 5b) [RGD  2Met  H] species in the presence
of ND3 at 5  10
8 torr are shown. The rate constant
data for D0 (Table 1) reflects the apparent variation for
the reaction of the hydrogen that exchanges first. The
overall conformational changes can be best described
with site specific approaches [41, 45, 70] and/or by
considering all of the slow and fast exchanging iso-
topes; such plots will reveal variations in both slow and
fast exchanging sites. Hence, an alternative approach to
examine the conformational variations in various parts
of the molecule is to plot the maximum number of
exchanged hydrogens as a function of H/D exchange
reaction time. The time plots of H/D exchange reaction
versus the maximum number of replaced hydrogens in
Figures 5a and b illustrate the overall effect of alkali
metal addition on H/D exchange reactions. The num-
ber of replaced hydrogens for various species were
manually extracted from the ESI FT-ICR mass spectra as
a function of H/D exchange reaction time. Figure 5a
demonstrates that the maximum number of replaced
hydrogens for the [RGD  Na] species (filled circle) is
less than that for the original protonated RGD (filled
diamond) or all other metal peptide, i.e., K (open
triangle) and Cs (open rectangle) complexes. For exam-
ple, after 256 s reaction time between ND3 and RGD
species, only three hydrogens are replaced in [RGD 
Na] compared to eight hydrogens in [RGD  H]
(Figure 5a). These observations are consistent with the
view provided by ab initio calculations. Sodium is
self-solvated by the RGD more effectively than the
potassium or Cs. For example, the side chain of the
aspartic acid in [RGD  K] and [RGD  Na] is
turned to opposite directions and sodium forms a
tighter tridentate complex with RGD. It should be noted
that at sufficiently long H/D exchange times (or higher
pressures) all [RGD  Met] plots merge together (i.e.,
all available sites are exchanged) [49]. It is interesting to
note that the maximum number of replaced hydrogens
is reversed for the [RGD  2Met  H] species. For








RGD  H 1236.659014
RGD  Na 1397.050931 114.7
RGD  K 1832.021025 112.3
Na 160.674742
K 596.00659
Figure 5. Plots of the H/D exchange reaction time versus the
number of H/D exchanges for [RDG  H] (filled diamond) and
various (a) [RGD  Met] and (b) [RGD  2Met  H] species in
presence of ND3 at 5  10
8 torr. Met represents Na (filled circle),
K (open triangle), and Cs (open rectangle).
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example, the trend observed for [RGD  2Na  H]
(filled circle) resembles that of the [RGD  H] (Figure
5b). Conversely, [RGD  2Cs  H] (open rectangle) is
the species with the least number of hydrogens that are
readily available for the H/D exchange. For example, as
depicted in Figure 5b, after 250 s of ND3 reaction with
RGD species only a single hydrogen in [RGD  2Cs 
H] is replaced as compared to eight hydrogens in
[RGD  H] for the identical H/D reaction time and
pressure. Unfortunately, to date, parameters for Cs are
not available to perform ab initio calculations for [RGD
 nCs  (n  1)H] systems. We plan to extend this
approach to other systems and acquire site specific rate
constants and additional theoretical calculations. The
data presented here demonstrate that conformational
changes occur upon metal complexation. Moreover,
metal induced conformational changes depend on both
the type and the number of alkali metal ions. The
usefulness of H/D exchange reactions for probing
metal induced conformational changes in biological
molecules is illustrated. Future research will involve the
study of other biologically significant metals such as
calcium and copper. Preliminary results from Ca2
indicate that H/D exchange behavior of these com-
plexes is entirely different and will be published in the
near future.
Summary and Conclusions
The arginyl-glycyl-aspartic acid (arg-gly-asp or RGD)
was selected as a model linear tripeptide to study the
effects of metal ion complexation on peptide conforma-
tions. In terms of conformational flexibility, RGD has a
unique structure and its sequence is an important and
common part of several extracellular matrix molecules
that are involved in cell adhesion [58, 59]. We have
utilized gas phase H/D exchange reactions with ESI
FT-ICR mass spectrometry to investigate the complex-
ation between the RGD and various alkali metal ions.
Experimental results and theoretical calculations dem-
onstrate that the complexing metal ions induce confor-
mational changes. The associated conformational
changes depend on both the number and type of the
complexing alkali metal ions. For example, sodium is
self-solvated by the RGD more effectively than the
potassium or cesium. The single isotope ion isolation
followed by H/D exchange in the gas phase simplifies
the analysis of kinetic data. The rates and the number of
deuterium exchanges in the gas phase provide impor-
tant clues as to how the peptide conformation is altered
upon metal complexation. The ab initio calculations and
experimental findings illustrate that, for example, po-
tassium and sodium form different types of metal
peptide complexes with RGD.
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Appendix A
The Cartesian coordinates in the XMol xyz format
for geometry optimized RGD species
Arg  Gly  Asp
46 atomsa
H 1.7488 1.7303 1.2624
N 2.1556 2.3652 0.5561
C 1.0477 2.7808 0.3553
C 0.8809 1.6665 1.4407
O 0.1819 1.3054 1.9242
C 0.2831 3.0564 0.3949
C 1.3420 3.8239 0.4430
C 2.7517 3.1925 0.3534
N 2.8201 1.9282 1.1211
C 3.3476 0.7733 0.4922
N 3.7220 0.7622 0.7497
N 3.4844 0.3440 1.3794
H 1.9501 1.7276 1.6344
H 3.2302 1.2137 0.8914
H 2.8947 0.2352 2.2130
H 4.1690 0.1620 0.9191
H 2.4416 3.1991 1.0929
N 2.1330 1.1248 1.8551
C 2.1236 0.2334 2.4238
C 1.4071 1.3105 1.5471
O 0.8193 2.2682 2.0123
H 2.8415 1.2836 1.1311
N 1.4287 1.0250 0.1291
C 1.0210 2.1317 0.7632
C 2.2288 2.9997 1.2317
O 2.2171 3.8147 2.1329
C 0.2368 1.5927 1.9883
C 1.1291 1.0150 1.5404
O 1.8979 1.5970 0.7909
O 3.3737 2.7362 0.4866
H 4.0585 3.3495 0.8519
O 1.3791 0.2264 2.0740
H 2.2676 0.5136 1.7120
H 2.3256 0.6173 0.1591
H 1.3787 3.6862 0.8713
H 0.0493 3.6326 1.2876
H 0.6852 2.1048 0.7346
H 1.4001 4.8529 0.0966
H 1.0463 3.8591 1.4893
H 3.4801 3.8972 0.7642
H 3.0211 3.0073 0.6869
H 3.1589 0.5410 2.5852
H 1.6234 0.2222 3.3940
H 0.3555 2.7787 0.1842
H 0.8039 0.8186 2.4991
H 0.0675 2.4104 2.6878
[Agr  Gly  Asp  H]
47 atomsa
N 3.3526559 0.4771648 1.5992668
C 3.0610745 0.9086142 1.3150884
C 2.3144097 1.1115734 0.0240104
O 1.7328815 2.1986102 0.2450554
H 4.2211451 0.5724503 2.0852769
H 2.0903159 0.3638873 3.0055559
H 2.6193525 0.9106600 2.1223213
H 4.0437134 1.4584471 1.1714959
C 2.2704333 1.6516995 2.4098695
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H 2.7873488 1.4907184 3.3931356
H 2.3325666 2.7497134 2.1843327
C 0.8251219 1.2025099 2.5165415
H 0.6516374 0.3122584 1.8546684
H 0.6110013 0.8705028 3.5666186
C 0.1510965 2.3345880 2.1563513
H 0.3874868 3.1086847 1.5412955
N 1.3551800 1.8808235 1.4988549
H 0.4876825 2.8422923 3.1092348
N 2.8099873 1.4724400 0.3433996
H 1.8403548 1.1386066 1.9675487
H 3.1459135 3.7607113 3.9799202
N 1.0068470 2.9998529 0.6197785
C 1.6680171 2.0773070 0.1633695
H 0.1139211 3.3439887 0.3279772
H 1.1473646 2.9536628 1.6090951
N 2.3113533 0.1158044 0.9742624
C 1.5856473 0.2403165 2.1988089
C 0.1181934 0.2218239 2.0796070
O 0.8171618 0.5959909 2.2100865
H 1.5529963 1.3239053 2.5193110
O 1.4750456 2.9435521 1.8419880
H 2.8073636 0.7299705 0.8078461
N 0.1150970 1.5447157 1.7546250
C 1.4450433 2.1017811 1.7519163
C 1.7086960 2.9611737 2.9870976
O 0.8934083 3.4203788 3.7861913
H 1.5702434 2.4093852 2.6493239
O 3.0264246 3.2209830 3.1772036
H 0.6296654 2.1972820 1.8700070
H 2.1940429 1.2485067 1.7612891
C 1.7258864 2.9851678 0.5256196
C 1.7544292 2.2004510 0.7438507
H 2.7397981 3.4606969 0.6583879
H 0.9701357 3.8119014 0.4354509
O 2.0088288 1.0007373 0.9326486
H 3.2132970 0.7131924 0.1650513
H 2.9224641 1.4472803 1.3356303
[Arg  Gly  Asp  Na]
47 atomsa
N 3.7545044 1.1730685 0.3954029
C 2.9357592 0.7401244 1.5594613
C 2.1282220 0.5430938 1.1732637
O 1.4626676 1.1800535 1.9910422
H 4.6404829 1.5619372 0.7479477
H 2.2669195 2.4113543 1.6058980
H 3.2817202 1.9573176 0.0757866
H 3.6148930 0.4311108 2.3582499
C 1.9619167 1.8029503 2.1486951
H 2.5481121 2.5936480 2.6119249
H 1.3918190 1.3177680 2.9368857
C 0.9961099 2.4272035 1.1060287
H 0.7485056 1.6996732 0.3346763
H 1.4896644 3.2589899 0.6091633
C 0.3334116 2.9547956 1.7288690
H 0.1667485 3.2811399 2.7551919
N 1.4557341 1.9788843 1.6962378
H 0.6763034 3.8220953 1.1631298
N 1.6292191 0.4096081 1.9804039
H 1.7186701 1.7542223 0.7259030
H 3.2021486 4.0887988 4.2556326
N 0.7907113 0.9053549 3.7491673
C 1.3184267 0.7636290 2.4280912
H 1.1310382 1.7661104 4.1945551
H 1.0569949 0.0993790 4.3270788
N 2.2047734 0.8724514 0.1850744
C 1.7817390 2.2014015 0.6527053
C 0.2321862 2.2364849 0.8296698
O 0.5346281 2.5950200 0.0658685
H 2.0581354 2.9845616 0.0597789
O 2.5769217 1.7689549 2.7367401
H 3.0048057 0.4259154 0.6435443
N 0.2389009 1.7322830 2.0523301
C 1.6645505 1.8816620 2.3985434
C 1.8508247 3.0911528 3.3636812
O 0.9397220 3.7524455 3.8217582
H 2.5933184 2.4805150 2.0486377
O 3.1875725 3.3149472 3.6390964
H 0.4065970 1.8108688 2.8425573
H 2.2029387 2.0925804 1.4714055
C 2.2318869 0.5911095 3.0412617
C 2.2344737 0.6089751 2.0694489
H 3.2565424 0.7725313 3.3651721
H 1.6528013 0.3132078 3.9206893
O 1.9815147 0.5911948 0.8757547
H 1.9390279 0.3071356 0.9952150
Na 0.3445024 2.1303734 2.0531565
[Arg  Gly  Asp  K]
47 atomsa
N 4.171230 1.466204 0.355117
C 2.925083 1.887260 1.032369
C 1.665280 1.865005 0.093968
O 1.497829 1.034902 0.799306
H 4.040044 0.525852 0.044683
H 0.282905 3.538308 1.613925
H 4.340846 2.097881 0.442234
H 3.059194 2.932437 1.318052
C 2.675743 1.075896 2.348421
H 3.165131 1.627029 3.147869
H 1.610057 1.073666 2.572891
C 3.230431 0.368799 2.404510
H 4.274271 0.369242 2.101621
H 3.197919 0.672741 3.449024
C 2.461142 1.448573 1.604177
H 1.391693 1.383988 1.830274
N 2.696262 1.350672 0.136930
H 2.803034 2.427875 1.936005
N 1.644337 2.442101 1.672025
H 2.189697 0.553520 0.270891
H 0.988018 1.746237 0.098619
N 3.049150 3.702275 0.170690
C 2.420788 2.517868 0.638429
H 3.964847 3.524952 0.254885
H 3.118268 4.430970 0.888935
N 0.690350 2.859486 0.383342
C 0.238105 3.291636 0.684014
C 1.279375 2.186351 1.011920
O 1.332484 1.628630 2.107161
H 0.765139 4.180075 0.332125
O 5.158605 1.249214 2.311722
H 1.058669 3.644204 0.928554
N 2.184579 1.901102 0.030580
C 3.058965 0.710164 0.052160
C 2.254037 0.497299 0.632132
O 2.448743 1.042028 1.705527
H 5.347104 2.221149 2.312326
O 1.057877 0.760246 0.074768
H 1.855887 2.151046 0.965986
H 3.862986 0.904658 0.769387
C 3.660661 0.398090 1.343371
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